
of' the law of three forces 

It was Mr Ouspensky who developed this idea/in its application 

to human activity. He maintained ( with that extraordinary clarity 

which is characteristic of his thinking} that as everything depend.a 

on the interaction of three forces, there can only be six ways in which 

this interaction can occur. These six ways depend on the order of 

the three forces - as each of the three forces can be first in order 

of action, or second or third, the number of combinations is limited 

to six. It follows that in the whole universe - and equally within 

the field of man's activities - there are only six different things 

which can happen. 

He told us repeatedly - and showed us by his actions - that the 

difference between these six activities is distinct and inescapable 
' 

as distinct as the difference between p]vsioal materials - but in the 

world toda;y this difference has become obscured, and that is where all 

the trouble begins. We use one activity and call it by another 

name. We think we are doing good when we are really causing harm. 

We commit ~imes in defence of a righteous cause, we try to achieve 

one thing and it turns out to be another. 

Un:f'ortunat~ly, the same thing is true of the meditation - we can 

begin to do it wrong, when we think we a.re doing right - which explains 

why the law of three forces is so important for us to un.d.erstand. 

What are these six activities, and what is the real difference 

between them? First, we have to establish what the three forces 

are. It is mainly a question of energy levels. The first force 

is highest in level of energy, and therefore the most active, the 

seru,nd foro& is lowest in energy level, and therefore passive by 

comparison, and the third force is intermediate between the other two. 

Think of temperature, for instance. Matter at a high temperature 

is active. and energetic·, matter at a low temperature is passive. In 

between these two states is an intermediate level at which an 



interaction can occur. This intermediate state may appear to be the 

cause of the interaction, or the medium in which it occurs, or in some 

oases the result, but without it the interaction could never happen. 

Now some processes begin with a high level of en8rgy and move to 

a lower level, other processes do the reverse. It follows that some 

of the six activities a.re ascending in character, others are descending. 

Activities whic:h begin with the active force are bound to be descending, 

activities whic.h begin with the passive force are bound to be ascending. 

An 1m.porta.nt thing to remernb,r - how often do we realise that in order 

to reach a higher level we have to be passive, not aotlve? 

This applies, of ooursa, to the meditation. Whe~ we do the 

meditation we have to be passive. We simply take ourselves as we 

ar& - good state or bad it makes no difference. Into this passive 

state is introduced the mantra. The mantra is active - it is way, way 

above our ordinary level, and is able to work on our passive state and 

purify it, by separating the fine matter it contains £rom the coarse. 

Little by little the fine matter is absorbed into our being, · and the 

coarse matter is eliminated. By the end of half an hour th~ level 

of our being has changad - it contains a greater percentage of fine 

matter and a lesser percentage of coarse. Sometimes more so, sometimes 

less, but virtually always some change occurs. 

As we go through the dq we may not notice it particularly, but this 

change in level is bound to have an effect on what we do. The fine 

matter from the meditation will beoome the active force in another 

combination - that which begins with the a.ctive .foroe and is typical of 

all good creative work. 

So we have arrived at two quite distinct processes or activities. 

The one begins with the active - force and ha.a the order of forces 

adive - passive - intermediate, the other begins with the passive force 

and has the order passive- - active - intermediate. 

~otive - -passive 

passive - active 

intermediate 

intermediate 

(creative work) 

(meditation) 

But there is a third combination connected with the meditation - a 

very important one. We were told, if you remember, that when the 

person who is meditating, the mantra, and the object of meditation oome 

together as one, then the purpose of meditation has bean achieved. Th.is 

'coming together as one' is the combination whiQh starts with the 
. . ·. •. ( union with · the _source) · 
1ntermediate foroe, and has the order 1ntermed1ate - passive - aotiv&f 
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What is this intermediate force - and why, when a combination starts 

with it, should it have thie unifying effect? In the holy- tradition 

to which the meditation belongs it is said that the Self - the Atman -

contains three attributes - absolute, consciousness and bliss. Absolute 

is active - it is the 'word' referred to in the first chapter of St john's 

Gospel - 'In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God, and 

the word was God.• Consciousness is passive - it is that whic,h is aware 

of the word - which fellows the rhythm of the mantra. And out of these 

two comes the third attribute - bliss. 

When the absolute creates, he repeats the mantra and worlds come into 

being. A hundred thousand worlds come into being with every repetition. 

And at every repetition bliss is produced - the worlds he oreates are 

filled with bliss. Th.at is the activity of creation - the order of 

forces active - passive - intermediate. But when we do the meditation 

we start from where we are - from our own level of consciousness. We 

use the order of f-oroes passive - active - intermediate. By following 

the rhy'thm of the mantra we recapture that bliss - the same bliss that 

belongs to the original creation. Little by little we store up the bliss 

within us until it is overflowing. When it is overflowing the third 

combinatio~ begins to work - the order of forces intermediate passive 

active. And so we are reunited with the source. 

But~, if the world is full of bliss, and we have only to repeat 

the mantra to recapture that bliss, is life so full of suffering? We 

were told by the one who gave us the meditation that suffering is 

unnecessary - that it is not an essential part of lif'e. So whero does 

suffering come from - how does it come about? 

Now Mr Ouspensky used to tell us that thes8' three combinations we have 

been discussing have thei~ origin on the highest level of creation - that 
(see 3.2a) 

is, on level I of the diagram/-out that the nerl three do not come into 

being until tha level below. Instead. of being directly under the will 

of' the creator, they act under their own will as we11. Like an architect 

who hands his· drawingfil to the contractor - the contractor, within certain 

limits, can ac~ on his- own, and of course he sometimes makes mistakes. On 

the next level - that of subcontractors and operatives, control is even 



more remote. Eventually one can imagine a state of affairs in 

whioh the architect's drawings have been forgotten altogether •••• 

But what are these further three combinations, and how do they 

fit into the scheme of things? If we take the activity of creation, 

for instance, the combination active - passive - intermediate, somewhere 

along the line this activity will challge - it will change as one gets 

further awe;y frem the centre, and the creative impulse begins to fade. 

We shall then have the ~ombination active - intermediate - passive. 

Like a whee1 whio·h turns on its axle, this activity goes by itself, 

under its own momentum. For the inteTmediate force is in the middle, 

instead of at the end. 

Then the combination passive - active - intermediate, the ac~ivity 

associated with the meditation. This activity can change very easily 

into the combination passive - intermediate - active, and this is an 

important difference. The meditation may appear outwardly to be the 

same, and may lead to various kinds of experience. But it never goes 

deep - it remains on the surface $f the pond. And the reason is that 

we are trying to think - to hold something in mind - or else to recapture 

a mood, a memocy · ot where w~ are going. And: so we remain where we are, 

on the thinking· leval. Ma.n,y forms· of meditation and c-ontemplatio~, 

and ma.DY school methods use this· combination, and it has quite definite 

eff'ee-ts, but how ean one tell the difference? I:f one carries out 

the tee:bnique correctly, sooner or later one will know. 

Thenthere is the combination intermediate - passive - active. 

This combination belongs to the meditation, as we have already described. 

But it is also one of the highest forms of activity- known to man, and 

lies behind all great works of art, all religious revelation, all insight 

into truth. 

But there is another c-ombination which begins with the· 

intermediate force - the combination intermediate - active - passive. 

This activity. is of quite a different order. It is desc-ending in. 

character, not ascending, and it is usually associated with destructive 

proceuses, often with violence. Usually- it occurs when high levE:tle. 

of energy require an outlet - when they build up into an explosive 

mixture. The ~use which sets off the explosion is the active prin~iple 

in the middle place. 



So suffering can arise in three di:f:ferent ways - and only three. But 

suffering need not arise, for these three combinations each have a proper 

:function, a. proper place. In the long run the meditation will see to 

this - it will ensure that all six combinations work in the right 

relation to eaoh other. But first we have to get the meditation 

right - and then- everything else will fall into place. 

aotive - passive - intermediate 

passive - active - in.termediato 

int-ermediate - passive - active 

active - intermediate, - passive 

passive - intermediate - active 

i~termediat~ - active - passive 

(creative work) 

(meditation) 

( union with the source) 

(unconscious ac·tions) 

(imagination, magic) 

(crime, explosions) 


